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Once upon a time in a not-so-distant, modern-day
city, lived a little boy. Now this little boy did not do
all the things other little boys usually do--for he did not
like to play with other children or with many toys and he
would sit staring into space for many hours. He would
frequently throw violent temper tantrums for no apparent
reason, and he didntt~even like to be picked up and cuddled
by ~1om, Dad, or Grandma. Quite honestly, he violently
fought to get away from anyone who tried to pick him up;
and he seemed much more content to sit by himself and rock
with his favorite jacket tucked under his arm.
Were Mom and Dad alarmed? Dh my! Yes, they were
most alarmed. But every doctor they saw concerning this
problem readily assured them that it was just a phase the
child was going through. He would tt gro\v out of it, 1f they
were assured. "Just take hinl home, be patient , love him
more, and eventually, things would be all right. tf So l\1om
and Dad, like dutiful parents, took the boy home, tried to
be patient, tried to love the boy more and knew in their
hearts that things would not really turn out for the better.
They braced themselves for the future without much hope that
2
the situation would ever really change.
An odd malady for the little fellow you might say?
He looks normal but acts a little differently than most of
us? Actually this child is suffering from what will later
be diagnosed as a disease that occurs only rarely. Yet it
is one of the most mystifying and severest types of all
childhood psychoses known to doctors. Its name is tTearly
infantile autism" (or autism) and was only formally named
and described.in the 1940's by Dr. Leo Kanner who was then
researching the baffling disease at Johns Hopkins School of
l\Jiedicine.
A baffling disease it was then and still remains
today. Little is known about its cause: more is known about
its effect. Nothing is known to cure it; more is known on
how to lessen its affects through education.
In her book, The Small Outsider, Joan Martin
Hundley states a set of nine criteria that seek to describe
the locus of behavioral and perceptual characteristics that
are frequently associated with autistic children. They are:
1. Gross and sustained impairment of emotional relation-
ships with people.
2. Apparent llilawareness of his own personal identity
to a degree inappropriate to his age: for example,
self-directed aggression.
3. Pathological preoccupation with particular objects
or certain characteristics of them without regard to
their accepted functions: for example, spinning every-
thing that can be spun.
4. Sustained resistance to change in the environment
and the striving to maintain or restore sameness.
5. Abnormal perceptual experience (in the absence of
discernable organic. abnormality): for example, in-
sensitivity to pain. .
6. Acute, excessive and seemingly illogical anxiety,
as a frequent phenomenon.
.3
7. Speech either lost or never acquired, or showing-
failure to develop beyond a level appropriate to an
earlier age: for example, phrases may convey no sense--
may be echo speech.
8. Distortions in motility patterns: fQr example,
overactivity, rocking, spinning.
9. A background of serious retardation in which islets
of normal, or near normal, or exceptional intellectual
function or skill may appear.
Two of these characteristics are common to all autistic
children--numbers one and seven. 1
Outwardly this disease is marked by an extreme re-
sistance on the part of the child to react normally to
people. They are threatened when approached to make the
simplest relationships with others. They do not follow the
usual pattern of development in the conceiving of relation-
ships first with mother, then with the rest of family,
friends, and finally extending these relationships to a
larger circle of individuals in the world. Dr. Bettleheim
in his book,The Empty Fortress, states Dr: Kanner's account
from the 1940' s. Autism is
(an innate inability) to form affective contact or that
theirs is a disability to relate themselves in the
ordinary way to people and situations from the be-
ginning of life. 2
So, to the layman who observes an autistic child
he will see a youngster so withdrawn from the world that the
child will use any device within his power to stop from re-
acting with people in a commonly acceptable way. Severe
lJoan Martin Hundley, f'he Small Outsider, (New
York: Saint ~~artinfs P·ress, 197-1), p. 33-34.
2Bruno Bettleheinl, TIle ~mpty Fo~tress, (New York:
The Free Press, 1967), p. 392.
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tantrums, trance-like states, rocking, and autistic-like
behaviors (behaviors which are repetitive as finger play,
twiddling) will serve as useful devices to wall off a world
which--real or imaginiary--is threatening to the autistic.
Overview of the Problem
Perhaps the single most tragic effect of the dis-
ease is that most autistics fail to develop language.
Language--which will be defined as meaningful, communica-
tive speech--is usually present in only the most rudi-
mentary of forms, that of echolalic speech (repeated/non-
meaningful) or completely absent.
Lack of language protects the autistic. It walls
ou~ personal relationships which might prove too threatening
for him. It insulates him. And, sometimes in later develop-
ment, the lack of language prevents the adolescent autistic
from communicating with those whom he desires to relate to.
Two theQries concerning lack of language development
exist today. Dr. Bettleheim says this:
Even mutism in those autistic children who do not
speak seems largely a defense against emotional pain
or any further depletion of self.3
Others--such as Ruth Oppenheimer, principal of the
Rimland School for Autistic Children, feel that there exists
in the autistic child severe perceptual impairments which
severely retard acquisition of language. They do not dis-
discount emotional overlay. They feel t11at there exists a
3Ib i d., P • 59.
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definite cause (e.g., perceptual dysfunction) which when
coupled with emotional trauma, leads to the severely debili-
tating absence of language.
Statement of Purpose
It was the purpose of this paper to present an
overview of methods relating to language acquisition (for
autistics) based on behavior management techniques. Social
exchange methods are also reviewed. However, for the pur-
pose of this paper, the social exchange theory was con-
sidered to be a subcategory as it is based upon operant
conditioning techniques. Further insights into the etiology,
occurrence and population of autism are also discussed.
Recent literature, from 1965 to the present, was
reviewed, notably the work of Dr. Bettleheim's embodying
theories of psychotherapy. For a more complete presenta-
tion on psychotherapy refer to Dr. Bettleheim's, The Empty
Fortress.
Summary
Autism--its origins and its cures continue to baffle
the fields of medicine, psychology, sociology, and education.
It almost seems that the little boy 4escribed in the be-
ginning of this paper faces a long a11d unansweringtun11el
if he ever seeks to throw off the shroud of his self im-
posed isolation. Yet, the relatively new techniques of
behavior management are helping to provide some answers ...
answers that help to build speech and language--and ~ope-






Etiological Theories Concerning Autism
While it was not the purpose of this paper to es-
pouse a specific causal theory, it seems quite natural when
studying autism to ask the question, ffWhat can possibly
cause a child (or baby) to renounce the world and behave
in so seriously a deviant manner?"
As was previously stated, an exact cause is not
known; however, there are three general theories advanced




3. a combination of factors one and two
Although no theory has been positively substantiated,
collectively they include ideas which help to explain some
of the odd behavioral characteristics which are evidenced
in this type of child.
Psychogenic
Psychogenic is defined as an emotional state being
produced in the origin of the mind. Simply put, it implies
that the condition of autism·has its origins in the environ-
mente These environmental conditions cause the mind to
react in sucly a way that massive defenses are built up in
order to screen out traumatic conditions which the organism
finds too difficult to bear.
Mainly these environmental conditions are focused
in the home. The child may be unwanted; parents may be
cold and aloof; the child may be treated with devastating
indifference; or, the child may actually be physically
abused--abused to the point that he stops talking. In
each case, proponents of this theory feel that the child
experiences some traumatic event which is the causal factor
for all future behavioral deviations.
Dr. Bettleheim is probably the most verbal and
well-known- proponent of this theory. In his previously
cited book, The Empty Fortress, Dr. Bettleheim states:
Throughout this book I state my belief that the pre-
cipitating factor in infantile autism is the parents'
wish that this child should not exist. While the same
wish may not cause the same disturbance in other chil-
dren, and while at some future time we may learn that
some organic factor is a precondition of autism, the
fact that almost all organic conditions that have so
far been lih~ed to this disease are also present in
non-autistic children. 1
Dr. Bettleheim goes on to state:
Thus both Goldstein and Bender view infantile autism
(in my opinion correctly) as a "defense against unbear-
able anxiety. Only I believe-~unlike the others--
that the source of this anxiety is not organic impair-
ment, but the child's evaluation of th~ conditions of
his life as being utterly destructive.
IBruno Bett~leheim, The Emptv fortress, (Nevi York:
The Fr-ee Press, 1967), p. ].25.
2Ibid., p. 392.
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These ideas basically center causality on home conditions
with the mother playing a major role--wittingly or unwit-
tingly--in the behavioral development of the child.
Organic
Proponents of the organic theory believe that the
reason for autistic development lies in some sort of damage
or dysfunction of the brain. Hundley, in her book The Small
Outsider, comments on this idea:
Brain damage seems more likely, at least in some
autistic children. And by brain damage we don't
necessarily mean the type of damage cause by a blow
to the skull. The brain can be damaged during birth
by a hemorrhage, an accumulation of blood pressing on
the brain. It can also be harmed by blocking the oxygen
supply, which causes a choking of the cells ••.
Some brain injuries lead to behavior indistinguishable
from autism, and some autistic children later show
. a clear evidence of brain damage. Furthermore, the
combination of perceptual and cognitive difficulties
with language suggest brain injury, although these
difficulties can occur in children exposed to extreme
social isolation.3
It is difficult to prove the existence of brain damage in
each child. Of~entimes the child is resistant to the
materials necessary to complete an electroencephlograph.
At other times, due to temper tantrums or sleeping, re-
sults obtained are not accurate enough to justify complete
belief in the brain damage theory. Many children have been
positively identified as being brain damaged; however, there
still exists a large majority in whom this claim has not
been substantiated.
3Joan Martin IIundley, The Small Outsider, (N ew
York: Saint Martin's Press,.1971), p. 37-38.
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Combination Theory
The theory of ~rigin receiving widespread attention
in recent years involves the two previously qiscussed ideas
of brain damage (nature) and environment (nurture). Re-
searchers feel that certain children have a predisposition
toward autism when given the right set of environmental
circumstances.
This theory will, at best be extremely difficult
to prove. Not only will brain damage have to be substan-
tiated (through medical and psychological means), but some
sort of proof of emotional trauma must be obtained. All
the potential anger and guilt that could arise out of the
proving of this theory would certainly lessen chances for
normal development in the autisti~ child.
Proof of this theory is probably not worth the
price. The child still exists. And, regardless or cause,
he must be worked with on the level at which he is presently
functioning.
While much is still not known about autism, from
1965 to the present, major works on the subject have been
published each year. Some of the findings point out critical
times for identification of autism. Some doctors feel two
times are important watch points--six to nine months and at
the onset of the eighteenth month.4 Other researchers break
down this classification even further:
1. six months
4Bettleheim, The Empty Fortress, p. 42.
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2 •. eight month-anxiety
3. six to nine month period
4. eighteen to twenty-four months 5
Bettleheim comments on these classifications;
At best, these are highly tentative suggestions and
gross approximations. In each state, different striv-
ings of the self have been blocked or severely inter-
fered with: in the first with the child's being
active in general; in the second with his active
:reaching out to others; and in the third with his
active efforts to master the world intellectually.6
Another interesting fact is that ~hile the afflic-
tion is rare (only four in 10,000 children develop autistic
tendancies), out of the four that develop this way, three
will be boys.7
So in essence, the child who is labeled autistic is
a child who usually manifests severe behavioral deviations
from commonly accepted norms, mayor may not come from an
environment that is unwilling to accept his existence, and
exhibits difficulty in establishing relationships with
other persons,
But most important, and most debilitating, is the
autistic child f s i11ability to develop and use language.
This deficit supercedes all others for it prevents the
child from acquiring the means to form relationships and
learn socializing behaviors.
5Ibid., p. 46-47.
6Ib i d., P• 47•
7B. Z. Friedlander, nSystematic Assessment of
Selective Language Listening Deficit in Emotionaly.Dis-
turbed Pre-School Children, TT lJollrnal of Child Psychology
and Esychiat~, Vol. 15 (January, 1974T, p. 1.
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Some emotional/behavioral disorders may be in whole
or in part, the consequence of the child's inability
to utilize linguistic communication and interaction
as a primary mechanism of emotional adaptatSon and
behavioral coping in a complex environment.
PerceRtual Disorders
What is to become of this child? Is he to be left
floundering in a maze of distorted emotions an behaviors?
Today, more so than even ten years ago, it is felt that the
autistic child is not solely a product of his emotions and
behaviors. He is at the mercy of a severely distorted
perception of the world, all abstractions, and all linguis-
tic symbols. Indeed, HRutter suggests that language/cog-
nitive impairment is the main factor involved in the
pathogenesis of autism. 1l9
This is in direct opposition to those researchers
who feel all resultant deviations are based upon emotional
trauma.
Historically, autistic children have been described
by a majority of writers as having normal potential
in all areas of devel.opment \vhich is suppressed or
disrupted by their disturbed relations11ips wi th peoplo.
However a review of data from many recent studies
suggests that the majority of autistic children display
severe intellectual,perceptual and language deficits
which cannot be dismissed as merely reflections of
emotional disturbance. Of particular interest are the
attempts to identify patterns of perceptual dysfunction
. which might contribute to the delayed intellectual
and language development as well as to the disruption
of interpersonal relationships and the occurrence of
BIbid. , p. 1.
9Ibid. , p. ].1.
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bizarre behavioral patterns. 10
The literature throughouti.·~ the last decade takes
on the tone of perceptual disabilities. Som~ researchers
are very specific as to imperceptions found within the
autistic child. Bryson states:
A variety of experimental methods has been employed
which has indicated that autistic children have many
types of perceptual problems, particularily in areas
of visual discrimination, auditory discrimination,
and cross-modal information processing. Much of the
evidence is also suggestive of an underlying deficiency
in short term memory.ll
Bryson explains his last statement concerning short term
memory (most people who work with autistics feel auditory
short and long term memory are well developed) with this
statement:
The autistic children demonstrated both visual and
short term memory deficits and auditory visual associa-
tion deficits, but auditory memory was relatively
intact even though visual rather than echolalic re-
sponses were required. 12
Bryson is not alone in his feelings. Oppenheim also states
that language difficulties are the result of perceptual im-
pairment rather than emotional trauma. She quotes Wing and
Wing from their 1971 book:
The language problems are very prominent in autistic
children but there are other abnormalities as well.
From the results of a comparative study described • • •
the following abnormalities can be listed: a) visual
perception problems, including a tendency to use
lOCo Q. Bryson, "Short Term Memory and Cross-Modal
Information Processing in Autistic Children,H Journal of




Even if the child were able to overcome the maze of
impercept~ons that rule his life, his rudimentary language
13Rosalind C. Oppenheim, Effective Teaching Methods
for Austic Children, (Springfield: Charles C. Thomas,
1974), p. 31.
14Bernard Rimland, Infantile A"utism, (New York:
Appl.eton Century Crofts', 1964), "p. 79-.---
15Ibid., p. 86.
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would b~ devoid of true comprehension and fluency. He has
mastered the basics of language acquisition--that of imi-
tation. But he has not mastered the spontaneity that is
the hallmark of mature language. Freelander states that:
Either of the two interpretations stated above leads
to the strong inference that the disturbed children's
receptive language functions are subject to distortion
and disruption at basic levels of linguistic organiza-
tion involving detection of phonological features or the
temporal ordering of words and phrases. The organiza-
tion involves the capacity to synthesize a usable
comm~icati~g code from the raw materials of listening
experl.ence.
Thus, the picture that is painted by the last five years of
research implies that language is not developed automati-
cally through growth and maturation for the autistic child.
Rather, due to perceptual disabilities related to visual and
auditory association, short term.memory, and cross-modal
integration, the autistic's life is walled in by distortions
which wall out normal communication and relationship
building.
Thus we tend to conclude that the perceptual problems
of the children studied are the most significant factors
contributing to the speech and language behavior. l ?
Initial Set-up of Education ProgralTI and
Principles of Behavior :f\1anagement
Again, what is to become of this child? Is there
l6B. Z. Friedlander, "Systematic Assessment of
Selective Language Listening Deficit in Emotionally Dis-
turbed Pre-school Children,tT p. 10.
17\rv. Pronovost, r\~. Philip vlakstein, and D. Joyce
\\fakstein, ftLongitudinaJ. St/tldy of Speech Behavior and
Langua~e Comprehension of Fourteen Children Diagnosed
Autistic," °EceptJional ChiJ_dren, Vol. 33, (Summer, 1966), p.
25.
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nothing to help him sort out the maze of tangled distortions
which isolate him?
There is a glimmer of hope for some of those afflic-
ted. The hope comes in the form of education. Many re-
searchers feel that while finding causal factors is helpful
in the ultimate prevention, origins of causality are not
necessary to help the autistic child with overcoming his
present handicaps.
Treatment of autistic children within the various be-
havioral approaches then is not a curative process
since treatment again, is not guided by and conducted
in terms of an alleged cause but in terms of the child's
present deficits. Thus, treatment is a process of
education. 1B
In studying current educational programs for autis-
tic children, two main categories of classroom management
are found in the literature. Both are mutually inclusive,
call for strong control on the part of the teacher, and are
directed towards very specific goals.
Ruth Oppenheim is the principal of the Rimland
School for Autistic Children. She is also 'the parent of an
autistic son. In her book, Effective Teaching Methods for
Autistic Children, she offers many practical ideas for
teaching•. She emphasizes strict structuring on the part
of the teacher and the implementation of an environment in
which learning can proceed.
The establishment of control is the crucial first step
18Martin A. Koz1off Reaching the Autistic Child:
A Parent Training Program, (Champaign: Research Press, 1973,
p. 15. .
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in any educational program for auti~tic children,
whether nonverbal or verbal • • • l~
She goes on to emphasize the importance of control:
The teaching approach is very persistent: the teacher
intrudes very literally on the child's detachment and
avoidance of a given task, and the intrusion is im-
placable and unrelenting • • • This is vital: autistic
children cannot do their own structuring: they rleed
to know that the adults in their environment are con-
trolling their environment. 20
This type of theory: structured objectives, attending to
task and completion of the objective are also backed up by
others who do not necessarily work with severely handicapped
children.
Two things to remember: one is to enforce completion
of a task: and finally, it is important to remember
that the total control of the situation should remain
with the teacher. A child must learn that bad behavior
isn't going to let him win, that he must perform on your
terms and that you are in control. 21
Once control has been established it will be questioned and
challenged. For though the autistic may seem to reflect a
dull inellect, they often possess an extensive cache of
manipulative behaviors which will seek to control the
lessons, his teacher and his environment.
So for a considerable period of time, each new learning
situation is threatening to the (autistic) child: and
he will use every device in his repertoire of resistance
to avoid the task. It is vital that these resistant
behaviors prove to be consistently unsuccessful in
190ppenheim, Effective Teaching Methods for Autis-
tic Children, p. 34.
20Ibid.• , p. 36.
21A. Lettick, nOn Structuring A Lesson,tr Journal
of Learying Disabilities, ·Vol. 6, (January 1973), p. 15.
1$
literally every single instance. 22
Here the teacher must not only establish but also
maintain control. This can be obtained through well thought
out and flexible behavior management techniques. It can
also be obtained through effective, organized teaching which
makes use of several modalities. It must be done with some-
one who cares about the child. "The best teaching techniques
in the world are no use unless they are used by someone who
really loves the child concerned and has his best interests
at heart. Success depends upon knowing the child, under-
standing his handicaps, being aware of his likes and d~s­
likes, and being able to guess what he intends to do be-
fore he starts to do it. These insights are almost im-
possible to achieve in theabscence of any positive feeling
for the child1f23
Behavior Management Techniques
Behavior management techniques provide the struc-
tured setting whereby behaviors are established which are
effective correlates to learning.
Treatment within behavioral approaches is designed to
teach the behavior patterns necessary for his partici-
pation in the natural communit)r, behavior patterns which
are also necessary for the realization of his intellec-
tual and emotional ·potentials. 24
220ppenheim, Effective Teaching ~1ethods for Autis-
tic Children, p. 37.
23Lorna Wing, Autistic Children: A Guide for
Par'ents , (Secaucus, TheCitadel Press, 1972), p. 6r;:,-
24Kozloff, Re~chJpjg the Au~istic Child: A Parent
Training Program, p. 15.
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"There are, at present, two main behavioral approaches to
the.understanding and treatment of autism: operant condi-
tioning and social exchange theory.25
The first, operant conditioning, involves a simple
system of rewards (or withholding of rewards) until the de-
sired behavior is accomplished. Frequently, the autistic
child is on such a basic level for desired behaviors that
eye contact must first be conditioned. Here the child is
rewarded for looking at the eyes of the teacher for a
specific length of time. As the child establishes basic
behaviors, operant techniques are used to encourage other
acceptable behaviors and responses.
Once the child spends at least some of the session
sitting quietly in the chair and has come into contact
with the reinforcers, the experimenter should simply
look away from the child whenever mild disruptive be-
havior occurs. "/hen the child is again sitting silently
in his chair the experimenter reinforces thi~ by attend-
ing to him and proceeding with the session. 2b
Techniques of this sort require flexibility and the knowlege
of desirable reinforcers. Frequently candy. and the child's
food are used. Dr. Lovaas, from the Department of Psy-
chology at the University of California at Los Angeles, uses
a more controversial reward. He uses an electric cattle
prod to encourage appropriate behaviors. Dr Lovaas states:
Pain can be used therapeutically in three ways, First
it can be used directJ_y as punishment to suppress patho-
25 Ib i d., p. 16 •
26Todd Risley and Montrose Wolf, "Establishing
Functional Speecll in Echolalic Childr'en, If Behavior Research
Therapy, Vol. 5, January 1967), p. 77.
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logical behaviors. Second, it can be employed in
escape and avoidance learning. Its third use is
probably the least known and perhaps the most intri-
guing. Any event which is associated with or discrim-
inative of pain reduction acquires positiye reinforcing
properties, that is, an organism will work to obtain
those stimuli that have been associated with pain
reduction. 27
While not all people will agree with Lovaas' ideas, most
agree that behavior management technique~ have been mod-
,erately successful in setting the stage for language de-
velopment.
Social Exchange Theory
An interesting, and perhaps more thorough subset of
behavior management techniques is the Social Exchange Theory.
In his 1973 book concerning parent training programs con-
cerned with autistic children, Kozloff utilizes behavior
managem~nttechniquesas a springboard for teaching parents
to manage their own children's behavior.
From the behavioral perspective of social exchange theory,
autism is s~en as primarily the behaviors which describe
,it.
• • • the reader will note that the processes of operant
conditioning are the basis upon which the principles of
social exchange theory are built. 28
It is perhaps a more thorough program because it
involves the home--the environment in which the autistic
spends most of his ti~e(Unless he is institutionalized).
270. Ivar Lovaas, flA Behavior Therapy Approach to
the Treatment of Child1100d Schizophrenia, tT 1v1innesota Symposia
pn .9hiJ_d .Pe.Ych.ologv, John P. Hul, editor, (~1inneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1967), p. 50.
28Kozloff, Reaching the Autistic Child: A Parent
Trainipg Program, p. 20.
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Stated more positively, it was found that in order to
greatly weaken bizarre-disruptive behavior on a per-
manent basis, the system of" .exchanges in the home had
to be structured such that the child (1) was ignored
and/or timed out for bizarre-disruptive b~havior and
(2) was given the opportunity to be reinforced for
working counter exchanges involving constructive be-
havior. It should be pointed out that it was not merely
to make counter exchanges available to the child. The
parents at the start had to initiate counter exchanges,
had to encourage and prompt the child to engage in the
exchange before the child would begin to learn the
constructive behavior. 29
It will be interesting to review a program of this nature
after five or ten years of operation. The implications of
this program point out the necessity of making any educa-
tion program for autistics broader in scope than merely the
school. For any change in behavior and possible intellec-
tual/language improvement to be a lasting improvement, it
will also have to be maintained in the home. Programs such
as those instituted by Kozloff certainly merit careful
evaluation by researchers.
The Language Program
In reviewing the last decade's literature concerning
structured language programs for autistics, one becomes
aware of the lack of programs available. Kozloff's program
is one hopefuJ. offering. Another person whose work has
certainly added much to this particular aspect of education
is Dr. Lovaas. He has worked extensively with developing
basic speech and language in psychotic children using operant
conditioning techniques. Another program which is quite
22
recent, is the Monteray Language Program designed by Drs.
Gray and Ryan. Basic to all these programs is strong
teacher control, interruption of inappropria~e behavior, and
initial imitation of selected words or sounds.
Training Environment
The first step in any educational" set-up is If •••
a room with limited possibilities for distractions. Such
a setting will usually lower the occurrence of disruptive
behaviors. 1f30
Another important factor to be considered would be
noise level. Any noises have a tendency to distract
autistics. By having the following conditions present,
the child is more successful in attending to tasks.
Under conditions of reduced auditory input, seriously
disturbed communication impaired, autistic children
will show an increase in:
1. The amount of attention exhibited in their class-
room setting.
2. Their ability to attend to a series of tasks
involving concentration, attention and sustained
activity.
3. Performance on selected tasks involving concen-
tration, attention and sustained activity.)l
A study done in 1971 by Fassler and Bryand concerning the use
of ear phones to mask out noise produced interesting results.
While the study was limited in scope, it showed that eleven
30J. R. Hartung, nRevie\i of Procedures to Increase
Verbal Imitation Skills and Functional Speech in Autistic
Children,'~ :I ournaJ. of ~ech and Hearing pisabilities,
Vol. 35, (August J..970),. p. 20~.
3l J. Fassler and N. D. Bryand, "Disturbed Children
Under Reduc·ed AuditJory Input,!' !~xceptional Child, Vol. 38,
(November 1971), p. 198. "
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of twenty autistics were more attentive wearing earphones;
none were less attentive. 32 Thus, by simply reducing
auditory input, understanding and attention are improved.
This is a simple yet effective technique to be used in the
classroom.
Non Verbal and Essentially Non Verbal Program
In the program itself, some researchers feel that
a distinction should be made between type$ of autistic child-
rene Some autistics a~e mute; some make pre-speech sounds;
others are capable of saying words or phrases (echolalic
speech) but attach no particular meaning to what they say.
A small minority are capable of language but do not use
it to carryon conversations. Many people who llork with
autistics feel that they have a reservoir of inner.: language
but simply choose not to use it. Researchers feel that mute
autistics are on lower readiness level than the echolalic
child and the program should be designed accordingly.
In this connection, a distinction must ,be made between
the nonverbal child and the essentially nonverbal (or
echolalic) child. Neither is able at the outset of
his school attendance to use speech for communication.
However, despite the fact that some clinicians tend to
categorize both types of autistic children as nonverbal,
there is, in fact, a major difference between them. The
echolalic child is noncommunicative but he is not non-
verbal. He has speech even though he lacks oral lan-
guage. This means that he begins his school attendance
with at least a foundation of reasonably weI]. articulated·
speech. He is already able to imitate speech; and the
further development into communicative speech can be
accomplished by skillful shaping in an encouraging




Lovaas agrees with this by stating, "By and large,
the previously echolalic children progress at a much faster
rate than previously mute children."34
is rewarded immediately. Immediate reward is tf a crucial
variable in maintaining imitative behavior in these chil-
dren. u36
It is felt that "reliable and immediate imitation
can be obtained by systematic reinforcement of imitation. tt37
330ppenheim, Effective Teaching Methods for Autis-
tic Children, p. 47.
340. Ivar Lovaas, nS ome Studies on the Treatment of
Childhood Schizophrenia, n Researcl? in Psychotherapy, John ~1.
Schlien, ed., (Washington: American Psychological Associa-
tion, 1968), p. 117...
35Kozloff, Reaching ~he Autistic Ch~ld: A Parent
Tratni~g Program, p. 50.
360. T. Lovass and J. P. Berberich, "Acquisition
of Imitative Speech by Schizophrenic Children," Science,
Vol. 151, (February 11, 1966), p. 707.
37Risley and Wolf, "Establishing Functional Speech
in Echolalic Children,tl p. 79.
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In some instances, clinicians feel that if the child is
reluctant, his mouth can actually be moved through the
physical movements of imitating the sound.
Lovaas suggests three useful criteria for selecting
the sequence of sounds that the nonspeaking child may
readily learn:
1. Vocal sounds may be selected that can be prompted
by manually moving the child through the sound. Ex-
ample Ibl
2. The second criterion for the selection of words
or sounds centers on their concomitant visual com-
~onents. Such sounds as those of labial consonants
lm/ and front vowels such as /a/ are examples. In each
case the clinician should exaggerate their articulation.
3. Those words or sounds that the child already can
use (thosedmost frequently used) may be selected for
training. 3o
Program Stages
Lovaas and Kozloff have set up very specific pro-
grams for language training. While each is unique, many
similarities can be dravm. Lovaas breaks his program down
into three stagf.?s. "In the first the child is taught to
label and identify correctly common objects and behaviors
of himself and others. In the second he is trained to use
and respond to increasingly abstract terms, such as prep-
ositions, pronouns, and words denoting time relations. In
the· third stage, the child is trained to use language for
spontaneous and conversational speech." 39
38Hartung, "Review of Procedures to Increase Verbal
Imitatio11 Skills and Functional Speech in Autistic Children, tT
p. 209.
390 • Ivar Lovaas, fTA Behavior Therapy Approach to
the Trea.tment of Childhood Schizophr~enia,n p. 140.
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Lovaas proposes to advance these stages by the use
of reinforcement. His program is. called Verbal Imitation
Training. Its steps are as follows:
1. Reinforce any vocalizations~
2. Reinforce vocalizations only if they were in re-
sponse to the therapist's speech (Lovaas feels vocali-
zations must be brought under the control of the vocal
stimuli of others).
3. Only finer discriminations are enforced.
4. Replicate Step 3 but with another sound or word.
Then intersperse them.40
These four steps are repeated many times until the child
has acquired a basic labeling vocabulary. When the actual
teaching encounter occurs, the child is asked a question
such as nWhat is this?tt The teacher supplies the answer.
nIt is a cat." These prompts are gradually faded: nIt is
a fT or by raising the voice when asking the
question and lowering the voice when answering it. Gradu-
ally the prompt is reduced to an appropriate picture.
After imitative responses occur with high probability
and short latency following each verbal prompting,
stimulus control is shifted from the verb"al prompting
(imitation) ·to appropriate objects and pictures. 41
Kozloff's program closely parallels that of Lovaas.
He also makes use of a step by step approach:
1. Wait for child to attend to parent or teacher.
2. Hold up an object or picture.
3. vlait for the child to attend to the picture.
4. Ask what the ob.ject was and supply the correct
answer.
400. Ivar Lovaas, "Behavioral Treatment of Autis-
tic Children, n Uniyersity Progralns r-~odular Studies, (General
Learning Press, 1973), p. 8.
4lHartung, flReview of Procedures to Increase Verbal
Imitation Sl<:ills and Functional Speech in Au:tistic Children; If
p. 212.
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5. Reward child if he imitated the prompt correctly.
6. Fade out the prompt until the child is independently
able to supply the correct answer
7. Hold up other objects in the same class so the child
would learn to generalize the word to include a wide
range of members of the class. 42
Kozloff's program is, of course·, directed to the education
of parents. Therefore, it is wider in scope and provides
more of a chance for the child's vocalizations to be re-
inforced. Clinicians working on speech development find
this to be a sensitive area:
Supportive work with the mother is one of the most
difficult and delicate of the tasks involved in the
treatment of the child. The essential "task is to try
to relieve the mother of her anxiety and to get her to
see that her feeling of guilt, though real and under-
standable, are entirely inappropriate.43
Kozloff capitalizes on the parents' desire to have
their child speak. He encourages them to take part in the
clinic by teaching other children. He further breaks down
the parents' program into the following categories for
advancement of training:
1. Baseline taken of interactions at laboratory.
2. General observations are made at home.
3. A baseline of behaviors is taken at home.
4. Training is begun with parent recording laboratory
observations of another child.
5. The parent works with the child at the laboratory.
6. Observations are made in the home of new techniques
applied. Remaining problems are located and program
is designed to eliminate them.
7. Coaching is doh~ at home.
s. Foll~-up' observations are made.
42Kozloff, Reaching the Autistic Child: A Parent
Training Program, p. 55
43Gerald o'Gorman , The Nature of Childhood Autism,
( Land on: Buttlerworth and Con1pany, 1967J , p. 117.
The last two steps are repeated for each objective
to be reached. 44
Goldstein and Lanyon have also done research on
parent centered programs. They point out th~t "once the
procedures are learned, however, the parents must be highly
motivated to spend the necessary amount of time each day in
training. n45 They claim that if a program such as this is
successful, many benefits are realized. In citing an actual
case study, they say:
Further important benefits to J's parents were their
gradual acceptance of the fact that their patience and
persistance could result in important gains for J,
but that thgse gains would not bring him close to
normality.4
Because it is felt by so many clinicians that the
low frequency of speech on the part of the autistic reflects
lack of reinforcement for his vocalizations by the immediate
family, a program such as that suggested by Kozloff cer-
tainly has far-reaching implications. For the autistic to
learn to use language in a fascile manner, it must be appre-
ciated by others--most important of those are his family.
Summary
Language acquisition is, at best, a long, arduous
44Kozloff, Reaching the Autistic Child: A Parent
Training Program, p. 178.
458. B. Goldstein and R. I. Lanyon, "Parent Clini-
ciansin the Language Training of an Autistic Child,?
Journal of Speech and Hearing Disabilities, Vol. 36,
\November, 1971), p. 560
46 6 'Ibid._, p. 5 o.
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task on. the part of both the teacher and student. It is
especially hard on the family that takes an active part in
its development. Many clinicians have develo.ped programs
utilizing gestures and physical accompaniments fpr words.
Others suggest that autistics can be taught to write if
language is unobtainable. 47
Whatever the program's goals are, its practices are
usually based on firm teacher control and direction. In-
appropriate behaviors must be managed before a proper
learning environment is established. Once the environment
is established, imitation is built up until the autistic
child has acquired a labeling vocabulary. From there,
complexities of the language are developed. It is important
to note, however, that the language which results often
lacks spontaneity and cannot truly be termed unormal".
Lovaas emphasizes this point when he states:
The need for complex and rich environments becomes
particularily pronounced as we observe many of the
children evidencing a 'retarded' look, after they have
lost some of their pathology and acquired the basis
for communicative speech •• They don't have much to talk
about. In the majority of cases, our training program
has not unearthed a rich.experience prior to treatment,
which we could build on.4~
47N. R. Marshall and J. Hegrenes, "Use of Written
Language as a Communication System for an Autistic Child,"
Journal of Speech and Hearing Disabilities, Vol. 37,
{May 1972T, p. 261.
48Lovaas, flS ome Studies on the Treatment of.Child-





We view the child, this lonely autistic, who has
walked through the long tunnel of isolation and is now on
the threshold of communication. The teachers have worked
hard. Latest methods of reward were used and constantly
evaluated. The child himself went through a complete
metamorphesis geared to open his life to the influence of
others. Yet, the finished product is far f~om an individual
who uses language comfortably and without apparent effort.
Rather, the product is a perplexing combination of
labeling words, verbs of improper tenses and pronominal
reversals. His'language reflects concreteness and is devoid
of the abstractness which is characteristic of man's lan-
guage. His comprehension, too, is limited.
If you listen to the way they make sentences and the
ideas they express,it is clear that despite the large
number of words they know, their comprehension is
limited. It is therefore, best to use simple language
when talking-to an autistic child. l
Even the ver'bal autistic's la11guage is oddly char-
acteristic.
lB. Rimland, Infantile Autism, (New York: Appleton
Century Crofts, 1964), p. ].04.
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Language abnormalities persist even if behavioral
improvements have occurred. Thus, even with good
. speech development the language of autistic adoles-
cents is recognizably chacterized by detachment,
concreteness, and abundance of stereotyp~d utterances. 2
Also characteristic of verbal autistic's language
is his avoidance of using the word "ITT, Instead he uses the
word "youtr • Even with extensive language training, correct
As to the avoidance of "ItT, and depending on the case,
I believe it is either a denial of selfhood or denotes
an absence of awareness of selfhood--while the sub-
stitution of "YQufT shows some a\ATareness of the self-
hood of others. j
Therefore, for most humans, language is a key--the
key which unloc.ks human relationships and ultimately helps
each individual realize his own identity and capabilities.
For the autistic this key is absent for many important years
while language develops in a "natural" way for others. For
him, language acquisition is not a natural gift. It must
be struggled for and, in some cases, is never won. When
2B• Hermelin and U. Frith, "Psychological Studies
of Childhood Autism: Can Autistic Children Make Sense of
What The Hear?, fY Journa·l of Spec·ial ~~ducation, Vol. 5,
(Swnmer, 1971), p. 108. -- .
3B.· Bettleheim, J~ ~mpty Fortress, (New York:
The Free Press, 1967), p. 42 -427.
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it is achieved, however, it brings with it open doors
to human relationships. But for the autistic, the search
for self identity means much more than communicative lan-
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